CLINICAL HUMANITIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

DS1
- SPEA: Actively participate in SPEA (Student Professional Ethics Program)
- Events: Attend 2+ ethics/humanities events
- Portfolio: Begin Pathbrite portfolio

DS2
- Program Meetings: Attend 2 of 4 meetings
- Elective Course: Take 1 humanities and ethics course (e.g., Art of Observation, Ethics: Historical Lessons, Suffering: Pathographies of Mental Illness, Sacred Sites of Houston)
- Service Learning: • Engage in volunteer activity • Write 1-page reflection paper • Submit photo documentation
- SPEA: Actively participate in SPEA
- Events: Attend 3+ ethics/humanities events
- Portfolio: Continue Pathbrite portfolio

DS3
- Journal Entries: Write 3 sets of 3 entries each (9 entries minimum)
- Writing Workshop: Attend at least 1 workshop
- Program Meetings: Attend 2 of 4 meetings
- Elective Course: Take 1 humanities and ethics course
- SPEA: Actively participate in SPEA
- Events: Attend 3+ ethics/humanities events
- Portfolio: Continue Pathbrite portfolio

DS4
- Final Project: • Produce an original manuscript (e.g., case report or commentary) OR • Produce an original work (e.g., blog, vlog, podcast, video, artwork, sculpture, essay, or creative project related to humanistic aspect of patient treatment)
- Program Meetings: Attend 2 of 4 meetings
- SPEA: Actively participate in SPEA
- Events: Attend 3+ ethics/humanities events
- Portfolio: Complete Pathbrite portfolio